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(54) Screen display

(57) The invention relates to the generation of a

video display on a display screen of a television set

when the set has been selected to receive an audio only

channel. In digital data television systems it is possible

to select audio only channels typically produced from

radio station transmissions. Conventionally when this

type of channel is selected a blank screen with a chan-

nel identifying message is generated as the video dis-

play on the display screen as the television is required

to be switched on to receive the audio channel. The

invention provides for the generation of a display which

changes condition during the selection of the audio

channel and which may, in one embodiment, change

condition in response to changes in the audio signal.
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Description

[0001] The invention to wtiich this application

relates is a means for generating a display on a display

screen such as, for exanple. the screen of a television

or rTX)nitor and to generate the display In a manner

which is linked or otherwise associated with an aucfio

signal for display from an apparatus in one embodiment

or the display is generated in response to the user

selecting to listen to an audio only service.

[0002] At the present time, and increasingly, a tele-

vision set or monitor can be provided with or connected

to receiving means for receiving a plurality of digital data

relating to video and/or audio signals and for processing

said signals so that a video or visual display can be gen-

erated on the screen and an audio sound can be gener-

ated in combination with the video display and in

sequence therewith. For exanple. if the video display

shows a person talking then the audio sound wilt gener-

ate the noise of the spoken word in sequence with the

display and this is obviously a key factor in the success-

ful use and viewing of television sets and monitors in

general.

[0003] With the provision of digital data, there is a

much wider range of channels available for view and, in

many cases, a number of said channels comprise audio

only channels which are typically generated by radio

stations and/a other music channel stations so that

when the person selects that channel, there is no. or at

best a blank screen, display generated and there is only

an audio sound which is generated using the audio data

received for that user selected channel. However the

television is required to be switched on to receive the

audio only channel via the data receiver.

[0004] These audio only channels are generated

from streams of digital data which are typically transmit-

ted from a remote location to receivers belonging to

users who are typically subscribers to the broadcast

service. When received at the receiver the data is

decoded and processed. As the receivers are provided

to receive video and/or text data for other channels they

are provided as part of or are connected to display

screens such as television sets. Thus when a user

selects to listen to the audio channel the television set is

normally switched on and the user can select to listened

to the receiver via a television set. During the transmis-

sion of these audio signals or music channels it is nor-

mally the case that a b>lank screen is generated on the

television display with the addition of some means of

identifying the particular audio channel which is being

listened to. This type of display is not particularly inter-

esting for the user to look at as, although they are prin-

cipally interested in listening to the music, the

generation of a blank fixed screen display on the televi-

sion set is not particularly attractive or interesting.

[0005] It is known, for example from patent

US3927402. that an LED light system can be used in

conjunction with a speaker to cause the LED lights to

flash on and off in response to the speaker noise but

this is an additional or add-on feature which can be

used to determine the operation of speakers rather than

for the purpose of enhancing the visual display. It is also

5 known to provide means in a television which can gen-

erate a fixed di^Iay but this sort of display is not in

response to the selection of an auc£o only channel.

[0006] The aim of the present invention is to provide

a visual display which can be used in conjunction with

10 the user selection of an audio data channel at the

receiver apparatus and which visual display is either

generated from a remote location and broadcast for

reception by the receiver or alternatively may be gener-

ated by the receiver for display on a display saeen cen-

ts nected thereto.

[0007] In a first aspect of the invention there is pro-

vided apparatus for receiving and processing digital

data to generate video, audio and/or text on a display

screen and via speakers, said apparatus comprising a

20 receiver for receiving data broadcast from a remote

location and which receiver allows the generation of

audio, video and/a text to a user via speakers and/or

display screen respectively connected with the receiver

said data processed to generate a plurality of user

25 selectable channels, at least one of the channels com-

prising audio only and characterised in that if the user

selects an audio only channel, the audio sound gener-

ated by the receiver passes to the speakers to be heard

by the user and the receiver includes a means for gen-

30 erating a video display from data held in a memory in

the receiver on the display screen for the duration of the

selection of the audio only channel and during which the

video display changes condition.

[0008] Typically the receiver for receiving data

35 broadcast from a remote location and allows the gener-

ation of audio, video and/or text to a user via speakers

and/or display screen respectively and the data is proc-

essed to generate a plurality of user selectable chan-

nels typically being a mixture of audio and video

40 channels which show conventional television pro-

grammes and audio only channels which are typically

generated by radio stations and transmitted by the

broadcaster The data which is transmitted is transmit-

ted as digital data via digital data transmissions systems

45 which are now well known.

[0009] In one emt)Odiment the display which is gen-

erated changes condition in response to the audio data

input stream to the receiver. In one emtxxliment. video

data to be used when an audio channel is selected for

50 listening is transmitted as part of the data input stream

to the receiver In an alternative and preferred embodi-

ment the data for generation of the video display is held

in a memory in the receiver and is accessed and proc-

essed whenever one of the audio only channels is

55 selected.

[001 0] In one form of the invention the display which

is generated is a bar display of the music spectrum and

said bar changes sand visually appears to pulse in time

2
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with changes in the audio data. Afternatively. or in conv

bination, a more complex display can be generated,

such as for exannple, to generate a series of blocks of

colour which are arranged in differing forn^ to fonm a

kaleidoscope type effect. Typically the, patterns can

twist and turn and move in time and in response to the

changes in amplitude, bass, volume or any identifiable

change in the audio signal.

[0011] The displays which can be generated wilt

therefore be seen to be of a particular graphics fomn but

are typically generated and changed in response to the

data and therefore can be semi-abstract or computer art

type images.

[0012] In one embodiment the user can be in con-

trol of the basic type of video image, or the video image

can be controlled to change after a random time or in

response to sudden audio data change.

[0013] In a further aspect of the invention there is

provided a receiver for receiving broadcast digital data

from a remote location, said data comprising at least

audio data for a number of user selectable channels

which data is processed by the receiver and audio

sound is generated to tiie user of the apparatus via

apparatus connected with the receiver and character-

ised in that the apparatus comprises speakers and a

display screen and, when the user selects an audio only

channel for which no video or text data is received the

receiver accesses data held in a memory in the receiver

processes the same and causes the generation of a

video display on the display screen for the duration of

the user selection of the audio only channel.

[0014] Typically the audio data is monitored by the

receiver and a significant change in the sound to be

generated causes a change in condition of the video

display

[0015] Typically the display screen is raster based

and the generation of the video display on tiie saeen is

caused by the data held in the receiver and associated

software.

[0016] In a furtiier aspect of the invention there is

provided apparatus for the generation of a video display

and audio, said apparatus comprising a television set

comprising a display screen and at least one speaker, a

receiver provided in connection with the same, said

receiver capable of receiving digital data from a remote

location and processing the same to generate video or

text on the display screen and audio, said data transmit-

ted to represent a number of user selectable channels

and at leas t one of the channels is formed from data

received from the remote location which allows the gen-

eration of audio only and characterised in that if an

audio channel is selected by the user the receiver gen-

erates the audio from data received from tiie remote

location and generates a video display for display on

screen from data held in memory in said receiver.

[001 7] In one emtxxiiment the visual display which

is generated undergoes random change unrelated to

the audio data being transmitted at that time but prefer-

abty the visual display changes or is acted upon in

accordance with the audio data received and gener-

ated.

[0018] In one embodiment, tiie visual display which

5 is generated has the appearance of a series of light

effects which change and/or switch on and off, prefera-

bly in conjunction with changes in the audio data

received so tiiat, fa example, the amplitude, frequency

or other characteristic of the music can be used to gen-

10 erate or act as prompts for changes in the visual display

The key difference in this invention and tiie normal

transmission of broadcast data is tiiat in this case tiie

audio data and video data are generated so tiiat tiie vis-

ual display compliments the audio data and adds to tiie

IS enjoyment of the same. In one embodiment ttie audio

data, and changes in the same, appears to control the

video display and this is in contrast to the conventional

video-audio effect aeated wherein the audio data is

provided to complement the audio data by providing the

20 spoken word, or alternatively to provide music as a

background to the visual display.

[0019] In one example, there may be depicted a

number of different coloured areas of light ttiat change

intensity or condition with changes in the audio data,

25 alternatively, the saeen can be formed of one colour

which changes to another colour and/or patterned effect

and so on in conjunction with changes in the character-

istics of the audio data and. yet further, a kaleidoscope

effect can be generated which changes in time to

30 changes in tiie audio data.

[0020] In a yet further aspect of tiie invention tiiere

is provided apparatus for the generation of a video dis-

play and audio, said apparatus comprising a television

set comprising a display screen and at least one

35 speaker, a receiver provided in connection with the

same, said receiver capable of receiving digital data

from a remote location and processing the same to gen-

erate video or text on the display screen and audio, said

data transmitted to represent a number of user selecta-

40 bte channels and at least one of tiie channels is pro-

vided by an audio only broadcaster and is formed at tiie

receiver from data received from the remote location

which allows the generation of audio only and charac-

terised in that rf an audio channel is selected by the user

45 tiie additional CPU band widtii that is available when

only audio data is broadcast from tiie remote location

for the selected channel is used to can7 furtiier data

which when processed at ttie receiver allows the gener-

ation of a visual display on the display screen which is

50 synchronous with the audio data received and changes

in time with tiie audio data.

[0021] Thus, previously unused bandwidth for the

transmission of audio only channels data can be used

and the audio data confols the changes in the visual

55 display and/or tiie visual display is changed in reaction

or in a predetermined manner with reference to the

audio data.

[0022] It is envisaged tiiat the provision of the visual
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display in conjunction with the audio display will allow

the receiver and display saeen to be operated to pro-

vide entertainment such as, for example, to provide

lighting effects at a premises without the need to hire an

extemal disco or other external lighting effects.

[0023] Specific embodiments of the invention will

now be desaibed wherein:

Rgures 1A and 1 B illustrate one form of display.

Rgure 2 illustrates a further form of display accord-

ing to the invention;

Rgure 3 illustrates a yet further form of display:

Rgure 4 illistrates in schematic fashion the conpo-

nents of apparatus in whic^ the invention can be

incorporated; and

Rgures 5A and B illustrate different display screens

which can be generated.

[0024] Referring now to Rgures 1A and B there is

illustrated one form of graphic display on a screen 2 of a

television which his generated using control of the raster

screen via software in the receiver and using data from

the receiver. The display comprises a four sided shape

4 with lines 6 depending from the corners of the same to

the corners of the screen. The comparison of Rgures

1A and IB illustrate how the display can change from

frame to frame in response to the audio data. In this

embodiment the lengths of the lines 6 can be controlled

to change in response to the arrplitude of the audio data

received and each of the lines is respectively linked to

one of four wave bands so that each alters independ-

ently It is also possible that to provide a more complex

display over time, successive frames can be superinv

posed over each other such that for example 5 frames

can be superimposed and when the 6*^ frame is created

the first is withdrawn and so on. It is possible that in

addition to the lines shown in Figures 1A and B the

areas defined by the lines can be caused to change col-

our in response to the tempo of the audio data so that

the display changes in response to amplitude and

tempo.

[0025] Rgure 2 illustrates an alternative display

whereby there is provided a pattern 10 which, by using

four fold symmetry video data techniques, is produced

at locations 12.14,16. The shape and nfK>vement of the

pattern is again controlled in response to one or a conrv

bination of features of the audio data.

[0026] Rgure 3 illustrates a yet further embodiment

of the invention wherein there are provided shapes

18,20.22. Ttie speed of the movement across the

screen, as indicated by arrows 24. is controlled by the

tempo of the audio data and the direction of movement

is controlled by the sound frequency The shapes are

provided to interact and 'lx)unce'' off each other to fur-

ther enhance the visual display

[0027] Referring now to Rgure 4 there is illustrated

apparatus in accordance with which the invention can

be used, said apparatus comprising a receiver 102 for

5 the reception of broadcast digital data from a remote

source 104 from which data can be transmitted via sat-

ellite, cal^e or terrestrial broadcast medium or any other

transmission medium. The receiver is connected to a

display screen 106 and speakers 1 08 which can, in one

10 typical embodiment all be incorporated in a television

set and through which visual display and audio display

generated via the receiver and from the data received

can be shown and played.

[0028] Rgure 5A illustrates one display which can

15 be generated in accordance with the present invention

and occurs when a user selects to receive via the

receiver, a broadcast channel which conrpris^ audio

data such as. for example, BBC Radio 1 or any other

radio or audio only channel which is broadcast and

20 received. The data which is received would convention-

ally comprise audio only data which is processed and

generated via speakers 108 to the user and a blank

screen is generated indicating the selected channel.

However, in accordance with this embodiment of the

25 invention, additional video data is transmitted for that

channel over the available space in the receiver CPU
(central processing unit) data bandwidth to be received

by the receiver. When the video data is generated, the

receiver can create a visual display 110 from the video

30 data on the screen as shown. In the emtxxjiment of Rg-

ure 5A. the display is a series of lights 112 and as

shown, in one sequence, two of the lights 112A, 112B

are on and the other light 1 12C is off but this sequence

and variation of sequences is changed in time with

35 changes in the audio data so as to provide a visual

effect which is associated with the audio sound being

played through the speakers 108 to provide a conobined

audio and visual effect to the user.

[0029] Rgure 5B illustrates an alternative visual dis-

40 play wherein there is provided a screen display 1 14 of

one colour which is changed to a subsequent colour

and so on as the changes in music occur and in a fur-

ther enixxliment, not shown, kaleidoscope effects or

other patterned effects may be created on the screen

45 which change again with the changes in the music

received so as to provide the required combined visual

and/or audio effect.

[0030] Although described with reference to

changes in music, as this is believed to be the most

50 comnx)n benefit of the invention, it should be appreci-

ated that the use of the visual display which is gener-

ated to change in sequence with audio data received

can be used for any other use where the same would be

deemed to be of advantage.

55 [0031 ] Thus it will be seen from the embodiments of

this invention tfmt there is a considerable visual

enhancement created on a previously blank fixed

saeen. This visual enhancement improves the attrac-

4
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tiveness of the saeen to the user and erqoyment of the

audio data being received and transmitted.

Claims

5

1 . Apparatus for recdving and processing digrtal data

to generate video, audio and/or text on a display

screen and via speakers, said apparatus conpris-

ing a receiver for receiving data broadcast from a

remote location and which receiver allows the gen- io

eration of audio, video and/or text to a user via

speakers and/or display screen respectively con-

nected with the receiver said data processed to

generate a plurality of user selectable channels, at

least one of the channels comprising audio only is

and characterised in that if the user selects an

audio only channel, the audio sound generated by

the receiver passes to the speakers to be heard by

the user and the receiver Includes a means for gen-

erating a video display from data held in a memory 20

in the receiver on ttie display screen for the duration

of the selection of the audio only channel and dur-

ing which the video display changes condition.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 characterised in 2s

that the display which is generated changes condi-

tion in response to tiie audio data input stream to

the receiver.

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 characterised in 30

that data to be used to generate tiie video display is

transmitted as part of the data input stream to the

receiver and then stored in memory in the receiver

for selective retrieval upon user selection of an

audio channel. 35

4. Apparatus according to claim 1 characterised in

that the data for the generation of the video data is

provided stored in the memory of the receiver and

is accessed and processed whenever one of the 40

audio channels is selected.

5. Apparatus accading to claim 1 characterised in

that tiie video display generated is a bar whidi dis-

plays the music spectrum and said bar changes vis- 45

ually to pulse in time with changes in the audio

data.

6. Apparatus accading to claim 1 characterised in

that ttie video data comprises a series of blocks of so

colour which are ananged in differing forms to form

a kaleidoscope type effect.

7. Apparatus according to claim 1 characterised In

that the video display changes in time and in ss

response to the changes in any or any combination

of amplitude, bass, volume or any identifiable

change In the audio data.

8. Apparatus according to daim 1 characterised in

tiiat tiie display screen is operated using raster con-

ti'ols and the generation of the video display on the

screen is controlled by software in tiie receiver con-

nected to the display saeen.

9. A receiver for receiving broadcast digital data from

a remote location, said data comprising at least

audio data for a number of user selectable channels

which data is processed by the receiver and audio

sound is generated to tiie user of tiie apparatus via

apparatus connected with tiie receiver and charac-

terised in that tiie apparatus comprises speakers

and a display screen and. when tiie user selects an

audio only channel for which no video or text data is

received the receiver accesses data held in a mem-
ory in the receiver processes the same and causes

tiie generation of a video display on tiie display

screen for the duration of the user selection of tiie

audio only channel.

1 0. A receiver according to daim 9 characterised in that

the audio data is monitored by tiie receiver and a

change In the audio data over a predetermined

level Is detected and the receiver changes the video

display in response tiiereto.

1 1 . Apparatus for the generation of a video display and

audio, said apparatus comprising a television set

comprising a display screen and at least one

speaker, a receiver provided In connection with the

same, said receiver capable of receiving digrtal data

from a remote location and processing the same to

generate video or text on the display saeen and

audio, said data transmitted to represent a nunt^er

of user selectable channels and at least one of tiie

channels is famed from data received from the

remote location which allows tiie generation of

audio only and characterised in that if an audio

channel is selected by the user the receiver gener-

ates tiie audio from the data received from the

remote location and generates a video display for

display on screen from data held in memay in said

receiver.

12. Apparatus according to claim 11 characterised in

tiiat tiie video display which is generated under-

goes random change unrelated to the audio data

being transmitted at tiiat time.

13. Apparatus according to claim 11 characterised in

tiiat the video display which is generated changes

in accordance with tiie audio data received and

generated.

14. Apparatus according to daim 13 characterised in

that the visual display which is generated has the

appearance of a series of light effects which

5
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change and/or switch on and off in conjunction with

changes in the audio data.

1 5. Apparatus for the generation of a video display and

audio, said apparatus comprising a television set s

comprising a display screen and at least one

speaker, a receiver provided in connection with the

same, said receiver capable of receiving digital data

from a remote location and processing the same to

generate video or text on the display screen and io

audio, said data transmitted to represent a nunrt»er

of user selectak)le channels and at least one of the

channels Is provided by an audio only broadcaster

and is formed at the receiver from data received

from the remote location which allows the genera- is

tion of audio only and characterised in that if an

audio channel is selected by the user the additional

CPU band width that is available when only audio

data is broadcast from the remote location for the

selected channel is used to carry further data 20

which, when processed at the receiver, allows the

generation of a visual display on the display screen

to accompany the audio only channel selected.

16. Apparatus according to daim 15 characterised in 25

that the data received for the visual display is syn-

chronous with the audio data received and changes

in time with tiie audio data.

6
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